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ABSTRACT..

In ita Research Establishments at ïr;pra and Petten, tho European Atonic
Energy Co:ariunity oper-rtes three reeearcii reactors, the ECO critical
facility, the Ispra I reactor and. the RPR i~cactor.

A brief description of the reactors, some of their
facilities and the experimental programmer are given»

1. INTRODUCTION

The European Atomic Energy Community» EURATOM, operates
three research reactors in its research establishments at Ispra
(Italy) and Petten (Netherlands), Moreover EURATOM is part-owner of
the BR2 reactor at Mol.

The ECO critical facility at Ispra is a low power aeaembly
designed for the experimental determination of the lattic parameters
of the heavy water moderated, organic-liquid-cooled reactor project.

The lepra I reactor, a modified CP5 type reactor, was built
by an American firm under contract to the CNEN. From 1959 until 1963
the reactor was operated by the CNEN. It was then taken over by an
EURATOM staff, the majority of the Italian operators crew remained in
service and the experimental facilities of the reactor were shared
between the two organisations EURATOM and CNEN. Since that time a
contineous increase in the reactor occupation was observed.
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The HFfi at Pettea ils-a high flux reactor of the ORR type,
which was transferred -to EURATOM in 1961. The RCN-aperators 0rew
remained in service, howevex- after the transient period, in 1968 the
responsability was assumed by EURATOM. In addition to client programmes
the HFR is used jointly by EURATOM and by the RON in the domain of
material develcpraeat for water reactors, high temperature reactors
and fast reactors.

The .BR2 Is operated by the GEN in common with EURATOM.
This reactor is fully used sfor th@ fast breeder project SttR and for the
high temperature reactor project»

2. THE ZSRO POWER FACILITY ECO (1 )

The critical facility ECC at Ispra was designed for measurements
on ILO moderated fuel lattices. Fig, 1 gives a general view of ECO. The
facility consists mainly of a reactor tank and a radial and bottom graphite
reflector housed inside a concrete biological shield. The fuel elements
are suspended from a mechanism which permits the pitch to be adjusted by
remote control. The tank is connected to the D?0 circuits for filling,
dumping and h'eating the moderator.,

The reactor vessel' is a cylindrical aluminum tank with 3m
inside diameter and 4«2 m height.

The reflector is composed of graphite blocks in the form of a
regular octagon. In the interspace batween reactor tank and radial graphite
reflector a cylindrical boral skirt is mounted.

Nuclear control of the facility is achieved by two safety rods
and four control plates0

The reference fuel element U/19/12 consists of a 19 rod cluster .
of cylindrical natural uranium metal rods. The-cluster is enclosed by a.
mocked-up aluminum pressure tube and an aluminum calandria tube» Thep-pressure tube is filled with Diphyl ' to simulate the organic coolant»
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For the measurements 161 elements were available. In December 19̂ 5
ECO Reactor was put into operation.

2.1. The experimental programme
The first core of ECO was loaded with 119 U/19/12 fuel elements

on a square pitch o,f 23. 5 cra with no moderator in the tank and with a
neutron source of about 6.10 n/sec. Thereafter followed a step-wise increase
of the DpO level. The apparent core multiplication was measured with four
BE., counters at different core and reflector positions. From a plot of the
inverse counting rate versus D_0 level the critical height was extrapolated
for. all core control -state's • This gave a preliminary idea of the ILO
equivalent of the control elements.

The reactivity calibrations of the ECO control and safety devices
were executed after the initial start-up for each core configuration in
order to allow the safe operation of the reactor» Absolute reactivity
calibrations were executed with the rod drop, source jerk and period method*
Relative calibrations were executed by the inverse multiplication and
compensation method.

For buckling determination, the method of flux mapping with
Al- By-activation foils was applied, The foils were irradiated at a positive
reactor period of about 100 sec. The beta activity of the foils was measured
with scintillation counters in an 8~channel counting device.

'The Itoppler-effect in uranium carbide was measured fir temperatures
ranging from 20' to 800°C, in 196? a square wave oscillator equipment was
installed and a programme of oscillation was started»

For temperature coefficient measurements with heated fuel elements
modifications of the reactor system had to be carried out in 1968 and 1969»

3. THE ISPRA I REACTOR (2)

The Ispra I reactor is a modified CP5 type «'actor operating at
a power of 5 MW since 1959 (fig* 2)* The core,consisting of 19 WTR type
fuel elements, the heavy water moderator and reflector, is housed in an
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aluminum tank having 1.2 m in diameter* The main reactor tank is surrounded
"by a graphite reflector of 40 cm thickness, a thermal and a concrete shield,
The control system consists of 6 cadmium safety rods equally spaced on a
circle in the core. In addition a control rod is placed in the. heavy water
reflector.

3»1» The experimentalprogramme

The Ispra I reactor was mainly conceived for applied physics
studies. For this aim 16 of its 1& beam tubes are used by a group of.
physicists. Not all of the beam tubes can be used simultaneously because
of lack of space. In the thermal column an enriched uranium converter
source "EURACOS" is installed for shielding measurements. The vertical
irradiation positions in the heavy water reflector and in the central
hole are used for irradiation experiments in the engineering field.

1 :zIn these positions thermal neutron flux densities of 3 to 7 x 10 ̂  n/2cm »s can be achieved. It is evident that not all positions can be used
simultaneously. The reactivity absorbed by the experiment and the
neutron flux depression in the adjacent beam tube has to be taken into
account.

In the last years two organic liquid cooled loops, the
DIRGE loop and the KID loop, working in the temperature range of 300°
to ̂ 00CC were inserted in the reactor. In the DIHCE loop fuel element
samples consisting of natural and J> % enriched uranium carbide slugs,
sheathed with finned SAP skeath and filled with lead were irradiated.
The main purpose of these experiments was to study the compatibility
between UC-Pb-SAP under irradiation in comparison with similar out of
pile tests. Another sample was irradiated up to 6.000 Mtfd/to with a
linear power of 18̂ 0 W/cn:. In 1968 the loop was withdrawn from the
reactor because the operators were needed for other programmes.

The organic liquid cooled loop KID was used for corrosion
studies. The hydrogen pick-up vs. time was measured and., compared with
out of pile tests. This loop was also withdrawn £om the reactor.

A special irradiation device was- developed for viscosity
measurements in an aquepus suspension of Th02 particles. The irradiation
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device consists of a capsule suspended between two springs. This
capsule is filled with the fuel liquid and contains a float which on
its turn is suspended between springs. If the capsule is excited in
his resonance frequency also the float begins to oscillate in the
liquid» The damping of the capsule oscillation measured electrically
is a function of the viscosity.

The EURACOS experiment (Enriched URAnium COverter £ource)
is used for research in the field of shielding physics. It will be
used for performing shielding experiments in well-defined geometries
and .for testing measurement techniques and calculation methods*

235EURACOS provides a neutron source with an approximate U ^
10 2fission .spectrum and a high fast neutron flux (10, s/cm /sec)j it

permits easy handling of mock-ups and rapid extraction of irradiated
detector foils. The source is a circular plate, 1.& cm thick and 80 cm
in diameter, of 90 Je-enriched uranium-aluminium alloy} the total
content of U ̂  is about 5.5 kg. The fission plate, which-is mounted
on an aluminium truck, is located behind the thermal column of the
lepra I reactor. The irradiated plate has a heat production of 2 kWt
which is extracted by an air cooling system. Two concrete doors are
fitted for the introduction and withdrawal of mock-ups in thé irra-
diation tunnel, by an electrically operated aluminium truck supporting
up to 15 tons, during reactor operation. The transverse dimensions of
the experimental configurations are 1«5 x 1.5 » •

*. THE HFR AT-PETTEN (3, )̂

The HFR. (High £lux Reactor) at Petten is a light-water
moderated and cooled materials testing reactor. Its design is based
on the ORR (Oak JULdge': Research Iteactor). In February 1970 the thermal
power, of the reactor was increased from 30 to ̂ 5 MW. The reactor core
consists at present, of 29 MTR-type fuel elements and six control rods.
It is-surrounded on three sides by beryllium'reflector elements. The
core contains 6-7 kg of U-235. It consists of new and partially burned
fuel elements. The control rods consist of a cadmium absorber and a
fuel element extension at the bottom. The drive mechanism is below
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the reactor. The control rods move vertically. By this means the
quantity of cadmium absorber1 in the cors can be varied. The reactor
core is installed in an aluminium vessel 5^0 cm high and 160 cm 0»
The wall thickness of this vessel is 2»k cm. It is designed for a
maximum over pressure of 2.6 atm. (r ,> ')• The reactor is cooled by
means of demineraliaed water, which is pumped through the reactor
vessel at a flow rate of about 3000 m /h. The fission heat absorbed
in the primary circuit is transferred to a secondary circuit and
dissipated. The water temperature in the primary circuit is about
4K>°C. The reactor vessel is located in the lower part of a pool and
is sunk into the concrete foundation. The water-level in the pool is
usually 8?0 cm, which means that there is a water column of about
^30 cm above the reactor vessel. By this means it becomes possible to
remove irradiated fuel elements and. irradiation devices from the
pressure vessel when the reactor is stopped»

.̂"1. Experimental facilities

Experimental facilities at the HF.R (fig. 3) may be subdivided
into two groups, according to the experimental set-up :

a) facilities in the reactor vessel
b) facilities outside the reactor vessel.

In the reactor vessel the irradiation devices may be
installed in both reflector- and fuel element positions. The reflector
elements have a longitudinal bore of 52. " û ram in which the irradiation
devices can be installed. Those containing no irradiati'pn devices are
plugged with cylindrical beryllium inserts. The reflector elements may
fee replaced by aluminium filler elements. The filler elements have
similar external dimensions tb those of the fuel and reflector elements.
The internal bores may be adjusted to the irradiation devloe adopted
to a maximum- diameter of 70 -mm.

Materials irradiation̂  experiments are mainly carried out in
the in-core positions by means of loops, instrumented capsules or rige.14In these positions maximum thermal neutron flux densities of 2.5 x 10

2 1 ^ - 2n/cm .s and maximum fast neutron flux densities of J.IQ n/cm .s are
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achieved. These values are depending on the position in the core and on
the position along the- vertical centre line. For irradiation experiments
the values of nuclear heating' expressed in W/g of material are important.
These values depend also on the type of material (neutron effects) and
on its geometry (self .shielding e-ffects). The maximum values vary
between *f and 10 .W/g. of graphite.

Outside the reactor vessel the poolside facility makes it
possible to position irradiation devices at varying distances from
the core in the poolt even during reactor operation. The thermal
neutron flux obtained in the poolside facility is in the order of

•\h. ,. j> imagnitude, of 2;10 n/cm .s . This facility is particularly suitable
for the irradiation of fuel material at a constant rod power and for
simulating the thermal load fluctuation of fuel elements.

The 10 horizontal beamtubes are mainly used by the RON for
neutron physics experiments.

Furthermore the reactor is equipped with isotope
Irradiation fsciliti.es and conveyor systems.

Since the HFR station performs irradiations for the Joint
Research Establishment Fatten., for the RON and for third parties,
a considerable variety of materials has been tested in the past, e.g.
graphite, pressure vessel steel, cladding materials like stainless
steel, berylliunij zirconium and zirconium alloyss ceramic materials,
components like thermocouples and strain gages. For these irradiations
special conditions were required (e.g. temperature etc.) and in case
of fissile material tests contamination of the primary circuit had to
be avoided.. For these purposes a large variety of irradiation devices
were developed or modified for the HF.R In collaboration with the Oak
Ridge Nuclear Centre, with the French CEA and with UK-organisations.
A description of some irradiation devices is given below.
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. 2 . 1 . G h i L t e r adiations

The original purpose- of the so called DRAGON experiment -
was to investigate the effects of, fast neutron irradiation, on the
physical properties of different types of graphite used in the DRAGON
reactor experiment. To obtain information about the influence of
temperature on these effects, it was required to irradiate graphite
samples at 600 - 900 and 1200&C simultaneously in one capsule. In 1965,
attention has been focussed on the improved graphites developed for
the AGR programme. Also the experimental range was extended in
particular with respect tu irradiation creep. Since in a reactor of
the DRAGON concept ihe entire core stxmeture consists of graphite, an
information of the long term irradiation behaviour of nuclear graphites

22 -2 'to a fluence in excess of 10 n.cra is necessary» which can now be
acheaved over a 2?0 days operational year.

capsule HTGI (High Temperature Graphite Irradiation-
Dragon) was developed and built for irradiation of graphite in the
high temperature range 600-1 200PC by RON (fig. ̂), This work has been
done under contract for the Dragon-project. In this capsule type there
are three cylindrical graphite sample carriers with axial bores for
aamplea, electrical heaters, thermocouples and flux detectors» The
graphite carriers are positioned above one another in a cylindrical
stateless steel capsule, diameter 60/63 DHB» ïhe electrical heaters of
the different carriers have been designed in auch a way tha't the samples
of the lower carrier can be • irradiated at 120Q°C, those of the middle
one at 900°C and the upper specimens at 600°C. For the heating element
of the upper oarrier, Al^O» insulated Ni-Cr (80~20) wire is used,
while for the 900 and 1200°C heaters, A120, insulated molybdenum wire
has been chosen. Molybdenum radiation shields are placed between the
three carriers and also in the gap between the lower carrier and the
capsule wall. Due to the cosine distribution of the nuclear heating,
the generated heat will be lower in the 1200°C carrier. For compensating
this effect, the carrier is surrounded by strips of tungsten, which has
a higher density than graphite, and therefore produces more gamma heat.
For measuring and regulating irradiation températures,, thermocouples
are put in various positions i$ the capsulée. Chromel-alumel thermo-
couples .are Tised in the top and middle carriers, whilst for the lower
one Pt/Pt~Rh thermocouples have been chosen. The capsule is irradiated
in an aluminium filler element.
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4.2.2. Nuclear_fuel^irradiations

Nuclear fuel has been and is being irradiated in the pool
side facility PSF as well as in reflector positions. An extensive
fuel irradiation progranme for fast breeder reactors is being carried
out by the RCN and by the European Transuranian Institute in Karlsruhe.
Fuel pins were irradiated at a linear rod power of 280 - 380 W/cJO
(20 - kO W/g ÏÏ02) and a cladding temperature between 600 end ?00*C".
Th,e device in which these irradiations were performed was originally
developed at Oak Ridge and then adapted to the HFË *.n a cor-mri develop-
ment programme by the French CEA and EURATOMj it is now called EXOR
capsule (see fig. 5}.

./.
If, consists of a double walled tube of stainless steel, sealed at top
anld bottpm, enclosing the fuel sample to be irradiated. The inner
annulus "between sample and wall is filled with an adequate medium to
ensure thermal bonding, usually liquid sodium-potassium. The outer
annulus formed by the double wall is always filled with gas. Minitubes
assure venting and pressurisation of both annuli, pressure switches on
the lines perform a continuous integrity check of the so created double
containment. The capsule's heat sink is the reactor cooling water of
about 25°C. The operation range of these capsules is limited on one side

s

by their overall thermal conductivity, and on the other by the
«admissible wall stresses created by thermal gradients and gas pressures-.

Both can be influenced by the design. Capsule components form a fixed
and the gas -gap a variable thermal barrier by the use of different

f ~i-

gases. Overall thermal conductivity depends on the wiith of the gas gap,
thermal stresses are related to the capsule walls.

Two capsule-types are actually distinguished : The one is
called EXOR< indicating "ex Oak' Ridgen, and characterized by a gas gap
width of about one to three tenths of a millimeter and a thickness of
each wall of about one millimeter. Mainly designed for low range
constant power, it offers a considerable range of temperatures.

The other is called ELLAS and is designed for a minimum
temperature which can be maintained over a large range of elevated
heat ratings. Its gas gap is in the order of hundredths of a millimeter,
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strongly influenced by elastic deformations due to thermal loadings.
To master thermal stresses and to further decrease overall thermal
resistance, the thickness of each v/all is reduced to half a millimeter.

Both devices can be used in reflector--positions or in the
pool-side-facility. The first offers a higher neutron flux density
and a harder spectrum. The latter represents the advantage of being
able to move the capsule on a trolley towards and away from the reactor
core. This enables the power to be stabilized during the vhole
irradiation, and includes the "possibility of thermal cycling.

The equipment for the irradiation of fissile Materials in
double wall capsules is completed by an out~of~pile installation,
permitting the simultaneous control and monitoring of eight devices.
A shielded waste gas ui;it with renewable filters and decay-tanks •'•"' '
enables the installation to handle gaseous fission products, swept '
from the capsule.

4.3» Post irradiation examinations

After irradiation, the devices are withdrawn from the
reactor, and transferred to the dismantling cell, where the manipula-
tions for recharging or' dismantling of samples are carried out.
The dismantling cell (fig. 6.) is situated above a small pool connected
to the .djscay and working, pool. The cell is designed for gamma activi-
ties of up to 100 kC at an energy of 1.5 MeV. Due to the position of
the cell, active irradiation devices or fuel elements can be 'transported
under water from the decay and working pool. These are then passed
into the cell via a 60 x 100 cm trap door in the floor : a mechanical
de.vice is used for this operation. The cell itself is equipped with
a 1.5-ton travelling crane, an "OTER Power Manipulator" and two
"PEY Master-slave Extended Reach" manipulators. The machine tools
fixed in the cell, such as tube-cutters, piston saw and longitudinal
cutters, are designed to meet the requirements of the work. An argon
welding machine is also included. Removal of radioactive waste is
facilitated by a waste press.
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For the removal of Irradiation samples extracted from rigs
and of other small radioactive objects, a pivoted transfer port is
located in the north wall through which a suitable lead shielded
container can be introduced or removed. In~cell manipulation can be
observed through a window in the front wall or by means of a television
system. The radioactive samples are then transported to the laboratory
for highly radioactiye Objects (LrO) of the RON or returned to the
clients.

NtlltMMilBlfMIlM
fetiw iMa »M nwkwlM

? • Gcnetol view o» Hw ECO-reactor Fig. 1 1 Der ECO-Reoklor
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Atomkem»neifli« (ATKE) 13 Jg 0«8) H 2

Fig 2 - Reactor Ispra: section in elevation
1 Operating floor -'2 Thermal shield - 3 Ut iMfy pipe - 4 Vertical shutter-
5 Fuel cJouinits - 6 Graphito n (Icotor ~ 1 ilajn D,0 tank - 8 DtO level
- 9 Holnun - 10 Rot.u> j i luc - 11 Lower top lid - 12 Emergency D,O
t i inV - 13 Fine control ro<! du \« motor - 14 FHJO control rod - 15 Bio-
logical shield - 10 Thermal column - 17 Thermal column door - 18 Ther-
mal column shutter - 19 Procure plenum - 20 D,O inlet
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Fig. 3 Accessibility of experimental core positions.
1. penetration through top lid,
2. penetration through peripherical flanges.
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HTGl-DRAGON capsule

Connection box
Penetration
Extension cube
Capsule
Heater-supply
Thermocouples
Heat barrier
Sample carrier
Samples
Tungsten strips
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1. swiveling davit
2. location of connection panel for gas, electricity, etc.
3. loading machine
4. sliding shielding doors
5. .reloadable rig
6. manipulator

Fig. 6 Diagram of dismantling cell.
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Questions and/or Comments

Could the ECO critical facility be used for reactOT technology
studie? for n+her k4.raR of systems than the ones it has "been originally
constructed for ? If you change your ^oals, could it still be used
as ? ter,timr facility ?

Well, T *.hink It will be possible, however, new capital invest-
irent will te required. Changes in the structure have to be made, this
undertaking requires both tirr.e and a proper detail study from a technical
point of view«

"Do you afljree w3 th the spokesman from the ISPRA establishment about
having to take up now very seriously non-nuclear activities ?
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It is our intention to introduce non-nuclear research activities
in the ISPRA Center and in the other establishment too. Well, at the
present time, the questjon whether we will he allowed to do this or
not is being studied by the Council of Ministers, ^his Working Group,,
is studying the various domains or problems which could be studied at
ISPRA; we have to consider, e.g. the existing equipment and the
laboratories, whether this equipment is,adequate and also the staff's
experience. This is really a very complex problem which is being
studied, we hope to have the solution within the next one or two years.

It is very important to analyse whether this shift, to non-nuclear
activities is reaïly feaseblë. " If we; nov; try to put more effort'in
nuclear engineering problems, it would be very helpful if it were possible
to show beforehand that there ie-ah alternative way to use this invest-
ment if the start does not lead to fcood results in the nucl.ear field.
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